June 9, 2006 Khutbah:

Disbelieving after Believing:

(Part 1)

I seek refuge in ALLAH from satan the rejected.
In the name of ALLAH, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful.
Note: This sermon is compiled from the letter sent to a couple of people who have disbelieved after
believing, to warn them about the consequences of their action. This should also serve as a reminder
and a warning for those who believe, and they should constantly seek refuge in Allah, from satan
the rejected. GOD wants submission with steadfastness till death.
I have been deeply saddened and shocked to hear that a couple of men just turned believers,
have abandoned the faith and betrayed GOD within a short course of time, without allowing
themselves enough time to examine the whole Truth. (See verses below) This at best seems
like false pretense on their part, wanting to know the Truth, when their hearts were not ready to fully
accept it. Before meeting them, I had been asked many times when I could possibly travel to explain
the Quran to them. The Most Merciful Lord fulfilled their wish to receive the Message. After a few
exhaustive sessions lasting for hours, they believed voluntarily, without any coercion. To express
and prove their belief, they followed the Quranic command of asking GOD for forgiveness along
with the messenger, for their past sins, by falling prostrate to Him. With this act of Submission,
they re-stated their Oath with GOD to follow the righteous path and abandon all forms of idolworship. (See Verse below) They were witnessed by GOD and fellow human beings, about their
repentance and their righteous statements.
It was no ordinary matter when they asked the messenger to fall prostrate with them to
ask GOD for forgiveness for their past sins, as the following verses will reflect.
39:17 As for those who discard the worship of all idols, and devote themselves totally to GOD
alone, they have deserved happiness. Give good news to MY servants.
Mercy from GOD: my name letters are 28, a multiple of 14 - Sacred Code
39:18 They are the ones who examine all words, then follow the best. These are the ones whom
GOD has guided; these are the ones who possess intelligence.
Mercy from GOD: my name letters are 38, a multiple of 19 - Sacred Code
Combined: my name letters for both important verses are 28 + 38 = 66, revealing ALLAH.
Combined: The G.V. of Allah letters are 238 and 366, the difference is 128, revealing Husain –
the messenger of GOD.
GOD reveals my name through His name letters and my letters reveal the Sacred Name
of ALLAH. Can the disbelievers not see and realize the connection of “inspiration?” The
Creator, ALLAH, has pointed out in clear and unambiguous terms the name and the Signs
associated with His messenger. Can they copy-cat these Miracles? Do they not recognize or
have any reverence for ALLAH, whether His Name appears as a word, or appears as a number 66?
Is it not the same thing? The latter part of Vs. 39:18 will point out the guided ones. One thing is
certain: GOD does not guide till you give up all forms of idol worship, and have reverence for the 1
GOD, as advocated by His messengers. To reject His messengers, even after seeing proofs like
above, is clear idolatry, which is unforgivable by GOD. By rejecting, denying or opposing the
Proofs and Signs, you are essentially rejecting GOD, who authorizes and sends them.
39:18 Part 2: These are the ones whom GOD has guided; these are the ones who possess
intelligence.
Sincere Belief Required: The Allah letters are 20, and my letters are 19, the diff. is 1 – Has
GOD proved to you whom He guides? Are not my letters associated in revealing the number 1?
Or you think they are your name letters, or of some other imam or religious preacher?
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10:39 Indeed, they have rejected this without studying and examining it, and before
understanding it. Thus did those before them disbelieve. Therefore, note the consequences for the
transgressors.
Study & Examine it: The Allah letters are 25, and my letters are 44, the diff. is 19.
In addition, the disbelief of the people in GOD’S Scriptures and Proofs is exposed through the
Special Coding, as you will see:
“ Thus did those before them disbelieve.”
Special Coding: The Arabic letters are 19, and the Quranic Initials in the verse are 14. The
disbelievers’ rejection, rebellion, abandonment, betrayal and disbelief are already pre-marked under
the Sacred Codes of 19 and 14.
***Could any of your scholars have revealed the proofs of this verse, especially with their
name letters? You should overcome the illusion that you are in.
When I put them to the test of writing a paragraph or a few lines mathematically
structured, similar to what ALLAH, Most Praiseworthy, has presented through the Quran, their
humble answer was that: “that it was impossible.” At that point, they realized and
acknowledged God’s awesome Power and His Omnipotence to do, what none of His
creations can do. This was an acknowledgment by them of human frailties, weaknesses, and
incompetence, in comparison to our Creator, the Most Gracious Lord of the Universe.
If they truly believed in the Quran, and feared GOD, then after receiving the message, it was
their duty to stay in touch with me and follow up with their questions or concerns, for their own
good. The example is as follows: “You can take the horse to the pond, but you cannot make him
drink water ”. In essence, it means, that I had done my part to deliver GOD’S message from the
Quran, while leaving the door wide open for future contacts and clarification from me, via emails or
phone calls. The reading of the Quran, in accordance with God’s commands, to increase their
understanding and wisdom, was left up to them. Even before we met, they already had the Quran in
their homes; but they never put their faith in the Book, as being from God. This is why they never
studied it, or followed it. This showed that GOD and His Scripture were not important to them,
while calling themselves “a Muslim. ”
If they had truly feared GOD, and knew that Iblees (satan) is an avowed enemy of GOD,
His messengers and of the believers; then they should have made themselves aware of the
system of GOD, through verses 6:111-112-113; 25:27-28-29-30-31; 22:52-53-54, 36:60-61-62.
Through these verses, GOD informs you about His System; that you will be put to the Test, by
letting satan dupe and deflect your views, thoughts, and belief, in order to turn you against GOD.
This System of GOD is proven through the Sacred Coding in the verses of the Quran:
34:19 Part of Verse: “This should provide lessons for those who are steadfast,
appreciative.” (The lesson is offered in the next two verses mounted with the Sacred Proofs)
34:20 Satan found them readily fulfilling his expectations. They followed him (satan), except a few
believers. --------------------------------------------------------- The Allah letters are 14
34:21 He (satan) never had any power over them. But we thus distinguish those who believe in the
Hereafter from those who are doubtful about it. ------------ The Allah letters are 19
These Proofs within the verses are not inscribed or written by any human being; but they
are the MARVELS of ALLAH, in HIS words of wisdom in the Arabic Quran, that you have at
home and read. If these Sacred Codes of ALLAH do not cringe your skins in reverence for
Him, then you have gone far astray, and are not concerned in knowing and accepting the Truth.
This would also constitute denial and rejection of the Day of Judgment. Such disbelievers are
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already in the grip of satan, without them realizing it. Why do you think GOD designed and
revealed the verses with such precision of mathematics, under a certain formula? The purpose is
exactly to defeat the falsehood with the Truth; to defeat the disbelievers’ distortions and
fabrications, with the strength and wisdom of GOD’S Words in the Quran. GOD has
revealed these proofs during a scientific age, when the distortions on Islam have reached epidemic
and nonsensical proportions, and hence GOD’S plan is given through these verses:
8:7 Part of Verse: It was GOD’S plan to establish the Truth with His Words, and to defeat
the disbelievers.
8:8 For He has decreed that the Truth shall prevail, and the falsehood shall vanish, in
spite of the evildoers.
Revealed: The ALLAH letters are 12 and 11, the difference is 1 – the Almighty GOD has
revealed these special revelations to defeat the distortions and fabrications of the disbelievers.
Revealed: The G.V. of ALLAH letters for verse 8:7 is precisely 165; I want to ask them: do
they still recognize this number? If you recall, this is the value of the truthful Shahadah in the
Quran: La Elaha Ella Allah, and of GOD’S attribute of “Al-Samad.” You will also recall that I
showed you proofs of your worship practices of Salat, Zakat, Seyaam and Hajj that are designed
precisely according to this number – 165, after you recite the correct and truthful Shahadah.
Through His Absolute Authority and His Quran, GOD will defeat the hypocrites and
disbelievers, will wipe out their false teachings in due time, and will make the believers prevail over
the disbelievers. This is GOD’S promise in the Quran. Glory be to Him.
Revealed: In addition, the G.V. of Allah letters for both verses combined is 383, and the G.V. of
Al-Quran is also 383. This Quran will defeat everyone who opposes it, and will restore the
religion of Islam back to a purified state, in accordance with GOD’S will.
***It is easy to sit back and criticize GOD’S revelations; the mathematical structure within these
verses and GOD’S plans. Put yourself to the Test again, while inviting all other humans to help
you; then see if you can construct even a couple of verses with proper grammar in Arabic, and come
up with Proofs like above, with a difference of 1, or 19 (One God), or 14 (Seven Pairs), or 66
(Allah), or 165 (Shahadah), or 110 (Shahadah), or 383 (Al-Quran), or 352 (Quran), or 162 (AlIslam), and more. Since they have challenged GOD and His wisdom, I would like to warn them of
severe retribution that He inflicts upon the disbelievers. Nothing goes un-noticed by Him – nor
does He ever forget, AlhamdoLillah.
GOD has sent down the Proofs of the Quran and of its verses to: “augment (increase) the
faith of the true submitters,” who decide to submit fully through His Scripture.
74:31 Part of Verse: “To increase the faith of the faithful.”
PROOF: The G.V. of Allah letters is 36, and of my letters is 302, the diff. is 266 = 14 x 19
PROOF: The GV of the verse is 1024, and GV of Allah letters is 36, the diff. is 988 = 19 x 52
PROOF: The GV of the verse is 1024, and GV of my letters is 302, the diff. is 722 = 19 x 19 x 2
The Miracles are meant to augment the faith of the true submitters; which can only be
achieved by believing in ALLAH, and His messengers. You can clearly see that the revelation gives
multiples of 19 and 14 with Allah letters as well as of the messenger. Everything that GOD
reveals has a dual purpose. Observe the other reason for sending down these Proofs:
74:31 Part of Verse: “Except to disturb the disbelievers.”
Proof: The Allah letters are 7, and my letters are also 7 – this profound Sign of the Seven Pairs,
will disturb the disbelievers, as it has done to them. The sending of any messenger has always
disturbed the hypocrites and the disbelievers, and it exposes their disbelief in GOD.
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36:70 “To preach to those who are alive, and to expose the disbelievers.”
These hypocrites have mocked GOD’S wisdom by placing the gematrical value of their
names with select verses and chapters in order to trivialize the Miracle of 19, and for saying “that
the Miracle of 19 is not a tangible proof. ” By imitating, they have exposed themselves as
distorters of Quran, and have ridiculed themselves. They will be shamed and humiliated by GOD,
in this life and in the Hereafter. GOD does not need anyone, He is the Most Rich and Most
Praiseworthy. Why don’t they produce the whole of Quran by picking out a different
mathematical code to prove their genius? Why be a copycat for something that was revealed to
Rashad or myself? When people lose their ordinary sense, wisdom and rationale, they can only be
equated with the lives of the animals – living a life without any purpose.
You should know that all the names on earth, when converted to “numbers ” will repeat
themselves. If your value is 242, so will there be millions of others. The G.V. of “the galaxies –
al-burooj” is also 242. Moreover, after every 19, comes another 19. So, if a certain number is
divisible by 19, all you have to do is move the number backward or forward 19, to divide it again.
Any one would know this fact; more so by the distorters, like them. But if one of them tries to
compose and compile a book to rival the Quran, with the same number of chapters and verses; by
taking the Gematrical value of his name; it will never end up with multiples of 19 or any other Code
chosen by them. But GOD has proven His Miracle by mentioning His name 2698 times and in
verses whose sum is 118123, to be both multiples of 19. He has also chosen the words: “Waahed
– ONE ” “Hodun – guidance” “Jahedoo - strive,” and many other words having gematrical values
as 19. Can they do it? He has created multiple languages and dialects. Can they do it? He has
created multiple creations, all unique, identifiable and distinct from each other. Can they do it?
Indeed, the disbelievers are deceived.
The hypocrisy in the humans is really astounding. When it comes to prophet Muhammad,
they readily believe whatever the scholars tell them without any verification; even though it may be
false information. But, when it comes to Rashad, even though the Sign was presented by him, and
verification can be done, they choose to trivialize the importance of the Miracle, in order to
disbelieve. They admitted that “the authorized translation” is the only truthful translation of the
Quran, whose language is easy to understand. There are no exaggerations or fabrications in it.
Everything can be verified. This is the key indicator of a “truthful person.” He had no interest in
misleading you – that is why it is in a clear, simple, and straightforward language and explanation;
unlike the other translations from self-proclaimed scholars, who have misled so many people, by
their corrupted translations and concealment of important verses. It is in the interest of these
scholars that you do not understand the Quran, so that you keep relying on them. To shed light on
this grave truth, I will cite a verse with profound Proofs:
36:62 He has misled multitudes of you. Did you not possess any understanding?
Sacred Codes: my name initials are 14, and my letters are 19 – GOD has proven through
my letters about those, who do not believe in this message, as having being misled by
satan. At the same time, GOD assures the believers, that I cannot mislead them, as my
letters are sacredly inscribed in the verse by Him, under His Codes. AlhamdoLillah.
Let me bring another similar verse to compare with 36:62
25:29 He has led me away from the message after it came to me. Indeed, the devil lets down
his human victims.
Revealed: my name initials are ---------------------------------------------------------------- 19
36:62 He (satan) has misled multitudes of you. Did you not possess any understanding?
Revealed: my name initials are ----------------------------------------------------------------- 14
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*** Does this drive the message through your hearts & minds, or not? If it does, then seek
forgiveness by repenting to GOD; and if it does not, then produce the same with your
name letters, while proving the entire Quran. These verses explain God’s system, of letting
the devil interfere in the message of the messenger, to test your loyalty and faith.
The believers do not pick and choose the verses they would like to follow, nor do they
disregard GOD’S revelations. Nor do they disregard His commands of believing and
following His messengers; as all the guidance, clarification, explanation, and the proofs
have always been sent through the messengers, and your belief in GOD is all relevant to
this fact and system. This is not the first time that GOD has revealed Proofs of His Scriptures.
He has done the same thing in the past; one of the examples given is about the Book of Moses, as
the following verse will confirm it:
11:17 Part 1 As for those who are given solid Proof from their Lord, reported by a witness from
Him, and before it, the book of Moses has set a precedent and a mercy, they will surely believe.
Proof: The Allah letters are 19 for this part of the verse, which talks about “solid proofs.”
Do you really think that some human made up this verse and its proofs? Do you not
realize that this verse is also from the Quran? Did some human write the 19 letters of
Allah’s name, or did Allah Himself write them to convince us that the verse is truthful, as
is the whole of the Quran. Praise be to ALLAH.
11:17 Part 2: As for those who disbelieve among the various groups, HELL is awaiting them. Do
not harbor any doubt; this is the TRUTH from your LORD, but most people disbelieve.
NOTE that the 2nd part of the verse talks about “various groups” and it also informs you that
“most people disbelieve. ” Who are the various groups?
They are the various sects of today, who just like these hypocrites, have disbelieved in
GOD’S Proofs of His Scripture. The fact is that most people will disbelieve, as GOD tells
us. He thus informs the believers through the Quran - by counting, placing, and surrounding this
entire verse with 19 ALEEFS. SubhanAllah.
If they have any rationale left, which they demonstrated when I was there, they will again
admit that it is impossible to make up even 1 verse with these kinds of proofs, let alone the whole of
the Quran. Again, the question is: “Do they think that I wrote the 19 Aleefs in this verse, or
another human being? The truth of the matter is that the Most Wise, the Almighty GOD, has
structured, composed, and revealed the Quran, to draw the attention of all hypocrites and
disbelievers, to the awesome power He has over everything, including revealing His scriptures.
They should repent to Allah, a firm repentance, for challenging His revelations!
Peace be upon the messengers.
PRAISE BE TO ALLAH, LORD OF THE UNIVERSE.
*** To be continued next week, Insha Allah.
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